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-22 16 12 . wi.th the heav;y ions Ne , 0 ) and C J respect1vely. The ki.netic energi.es of the two fission fragments from each event were measured by using semiconductor detectors. ·From these energies the masses and total kinetic energies were calculated.
The mass distributions were studied as a function of the total kinetic energy. The bell-shaped mass distributions narrowed rapidly as the kinetic energies of the fragments increased. The quantitative behavior of this narrowing suggests that most of the initial excitation energy of the compound nucleus is not available either for conversion into kinetic energy of the fragments or for the production of asymmetric mass divisions that are energetically unfavorable.
I. INTRODUCTION UCRL-10342 Rev.
When elements heavier than radium are bombarded with charged particles, the most probable reaction is binary fissiono The probability that a compound nucleus will de-exeite:;to its ground state by particle emission is very small. If the projectiles are protons, deuterons, or ex particles, direct interactions may compete actively with compound-nucleus formation. The resulting fission occurs at a wide variety of excitation energies, which makes interpretation of the data difficult and ambiguous.
It is well known that at low excitation energies these heavy elements fission asymmetrically. As the excitation energy is increased, symmetric fission begins to compete favorably~; with asymmetric fissiono 1 Until recently, the study of mass distributions of fission products at high, well-defined excitation energies has not been possible.
Use of heavy-'ion accelerators has made possible very high, well- 
Heavy Ion Beams
Heavy ions having energies corresponding to 10 MeV per nucleon were supplied by the Berkeley heavy-ion linear accelerator (Hilac).
2 To reduce energies of the heavy ions to the desired values, aluminum foils of known thickness were placed in the beam path between two collimators. The foil thickness required for a given energy degradation was determined from Northcliffe's range-energy curves for heavy ions.3
Fission Chamber
The fission chamber, approximately 60 em in diameter, had two detector arms whose angular positions could be adjusted from outside the chamber -· (Fig. 1 ). In addition, the radial position of each detector and the amount of absorber in the beam path could be controlled without opening the chamber.
The target mount extended through the top of the chamber, making the target angle adjustable from outside. A permanent magnet at the mouth of the Faraday cup prevented electrons from entering or·leaving the cup. Two vertical beam collimators (2 by 6 mm) were placed 60 em apart, with the second one 5 :em from the target.
3· Electronic System 4
Gold surface-barrier detectors, .similar to those described by The limiting faetor•in the data-collection rate was the counting rate in the larger detector. The intensities of the particle beams were adjusted to limit the overlapping of linear pulses from the larger detector to less than 2%. When beam and target conditions were optimum, as many as 100,000
events were collected in a single experiment. With less favorable conditions, as few as 20,000 events were collected.
III. CALCULATIONS Transformations 4 A.
Fission-fragment lab energies were assigned to the pulse heights from two linear calibration curves. .An example of such a calibration curve is shown in Fig. 3 . The corresponding c.ry.. energies, E 1 and E 2 , were calculated from these two lab energies and the lab angle of the collimated detector.
The total kinetic energy of a fission event is given simply by
==
Using the conserv-ation of linear momentum and assuming that the sum of the fragment masses, A 1 and A 2 , equals the mass of the compound nucleus, we may calculate the fragment mass,
Here the fragment mass is expressed as a dimensionless fraction of the mass of the compound nucleus. The above relation is an approximation to the extent that any effects due to neutron emission have been neglected.
We ma.y think of the original data as being a three-dimensional surface, of which two coordinates are the two pulse heights, and the third is the density of events (a function of the two. pulse heights). We shall refer to all such three-dimensional plots as "contour maps". It was shown above that two pulse-height coordinates may be transformed into ma,ss and total-kineticenergy coordinates, A/A and K_ , respectively. To f()rm a contour map with . c ! ( mass-energy coordinates, we must also transform the density of events to the new coordinate system. Figure 4 shows an example of such a transformed massenergy contour map.
We may consider a contour map with coordinates A/Ac and ~ to be a series of mass distributions changing with total kinetic energy ( 
c. Treatment of Errors 4
Among the sources of uncertainty contributing to the dispersion of the mass distributions were electronic noise, the thickness of the targets, the width of the collimated detector, and the emission of neutrons from the excited fission fragments. ·To a first approximation, any shifts in the mean values of the mass distributions due to these effects are zero or sma.ll.
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The contributions of the last three sources to the variances were calculated. '
The contributions from target thickness and detector width .were found to be negligible when compared with the contribution from neutron emission. Unlike the mass distributions, the tgtal-kinetic'-energy distributions were, subject to mean-value shifts as well as to dispersions. Thus EK was corrected for the mean energy degradation in the target and the mean effects of.neutron emission. Corrections for the <iispersive effects of neutron emission slightly expa~ded the E distributions.
The first column in Table I _238 .
comes .more and more severe. In the case of 0 (103 MeV) + lf-, for wh~ch the excitation energy is 58 MeV, the freedom to choose asymmetry does not continue to increase with decreasing kinetic energy (see Fig. 9 ). Because this was the only deviating case studied, we will not discuss it further than to point out the possible association between the rather constant restriction on the asymmetry at low kinetic energies and the relatively low excitation energy. A That the intercept ~ comes out closer to the energy release than to the total energy is in line with the expectation that most of the extra energy, being in the form of internal excitation, is not easily available for conversion into kinetic energy of the fragments.
Estimating how much excitation energy is actually present in the nucleus at the moment of fission is difficult in general. We would like to conclude this discussion with a consideration of the factors that tend to make the relevant excitation energy different from that obtained from the Q value of the reaction.
B. Remarks Concerning the Excitation Energy
In some cases the heavy ion breaks apart and deposits only a fraction of its mass in the target nucleus. This leads to the formation of an excited nucleus which has not only a lower excitation energy, but also a lower mass and charge than ther:expected compound nucleus. If the resulting nucleus is very heavy, it will usually have sufficient energy to fission. Thus events involving compound-nucleus formation may be mixed with fission events from nuclei of uncertain mass, charge, and excitation energy.
However, the linear velocities of the excited nuclei resulting from breakup reactions are lower than those of nuclei formed by the capture of the entire heavy ions. This forward velocity is given to the fission fragments.
The two fragments from a low-velocity event (corresponding to breakup~induced fission) emerge in the laboratory system separatedby larger angles than do reaction. Figure 6 shows a plot of f. (Fig. 9) reveals no apparent d,ifference in shape.
The slopes and intercepts are also not significantly different (see Table I ).
We may conclude that inclusion of some events of unknown initial mass, charge, and excitation energies has not significantly a.ffected the widths of the distributions represented by f.1.
(A/Ac) vs ~·
For compound-nucleus reactions we must consider the distribution o.f total energy between excitation arid rotation. We must also consider how much energy appeared.in the form of n-eutrons before fission occurred. The calculated maximum rotational energies for spherical compound nuclei are listed in Table I for each case studied. In calculating these energies we assumed a spherical projectile colliding at a point just tangent to a spherical target. ·Such a collision gives the maximum rotational energy, which is probably more than twice the average energy. Thus in the reaction with the highest rotational energy studied here, namely Ne We wish to thank Prof. I. Perlman for his continued interest. arid support. Fig. 1 . Fission chamber. In the experiments described here, the detector located at angle ~2 was larger than that sh01m in the figure. Thus it could detect all fission fragments in coincidence with those striking the detector at the angle ~l . Neither the United States, nor the Com~ mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
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